Evaluating the stresses in a supertall structure: Field monitoring
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ABSTRACT: This paper presents the structural health monitoring (SHM) system utilized for
Makkah clock tower in order to evaluate its structural integrity and safety during the construction
and under in-service conditions. The straining actions within the main structural elements were
measured during different construction stages using vibrating wire strain gauges. A detailed finite
element model (FEM) was created and its outputs were compared with SHM measurements.
Results indicated that the time-dependent property of concrete is of a great importance to
structural response and the measured data can be used for evaluating the accuracy of FEM model,
and updating it if needed. Also, they showed the effectiveness of SHM in assuring the structural
safety of super-tall buildings during and after construction.
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INTRODUCTION

Makkah clock royal tower is a super-tall building with a structural height of 605 m and is
considered the third tallest structure in the world. It is constructed to serve multi architectural
functions, with its podium utilized as shopping mall and its tower serving as hotel, with
monumental clock and a spire located at its top (Figure 1a). The foundation is a raft with variable
thickness ranging from 5.3m to 5.8 m thick, supporting the super-structure. The first 347m of the
super-structure height is constructed from reinforced concrete and utilizing columns, shear walls
and cores for vertical elements and with flat and waffle slabs for floors. This part is topped with
a steel-concrete composite structure for a height of 258 m resisting the lateral loads with a central
concrete shear wall core interconnected with the composite mega frame, while its gravity loads
are resisted by steel-concrete composite floor system (Figure 1b). Due to geometrical constraints
which are presented in having the need for two passages, namely Kudi and Berkaa, to penetrate
the building at its 2nd basement level from north to south and Makkah 1st ring road which is
penetrating the building at its 1st podium floor level from East to West as schematically shown
on Figure 2, the vertical structural elements supporting the tower were not vertically aligned with
those of the podium. This situation is further aggravated by functional constraints which required
that spacing between vertical structural elements in podium be approximately doubled that of the
tower. Such condition, necessitates the introduction of thick transfer concrete slab (about 4.85 m
thick) at about 99 m above ground floor to form a base to the tower vertical elements and transmit
their loads to the podium vertical structural system, which in turn transmit the loads of both
podium and tower to the foundation raft. This complicated structural system possed as a great
challange to the structural designers and requested developing sophisticated Structural models
that can simulate precisely the structural behaviour of this building, in order to determine with
high accuracy the straining actions expected to be experienced by the different structural elements

during and after construction. In addition, it was required in the absence of official design codes
and construction guidelines for such type of supertall structures that the accuracy of these models
be verified and the stresses within the critical structural elements during construction and after it
be monitored.
SHM presents a proper mean for satisfying these requirements by verifying the accuracy of the
numerical models and checking the analysis results during and after construction stages. Also, it
plays a tool for alerting the construction staff in advance of any forthcoming dangerous situations
(Zhang et al. (2015)). This paper presents the results recorded stresses within the different
structural elements for this tower during and after the construction through the integration of finite
element analysis with field monitoring readings. It was indicated that the stresses within the
buildings’ structural elements were within safe ranges and that the developed finite element
models predications at different stages of construction were in good agreement with measured
data. Furthermore, it showed that SHM system in such super-tall buildings is an effective and
important way to assure their structural safety.

(a) Perspective view
Figure 1. Makkah Clock Royal Tower.

(b) Tower elevation

Figure 2. Arrangement of the vertical elements below transfer slab.
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STRUCTURAL HEALTH MONITORING SYSTEM

For monitoring straining actions within the structural elements, long-gauge vibrating wire similar
to that shown in Figure 3a were installed within the structural elements. Emphasis was placed on
measuring the straining actions in columns/walls/cores above foundation level, above the transfer
slab and within the transfer slab itself. These areas were considered the critical areas where stress
concentration is expected. The gage length for the selected sensor was about 172 mm, the
resolution is 1 μɛ independently from the gauge length and the accuracy of measurement is ±
0.5% of the measured value and its range is 3000 micro-strain. The sensor is insensitive to
temperature and can operate in temperatures between -20 to +80°C. To avoid interference and
weakening of signals, each installed sensor or group of sensors were connected to an electrical
box (Figure 3b), were cable terminals end up, and data were collected manually using VW data
recorder equipped with program manager that transfer readings from the recorder to a PC.

(a) Vibrating wire embedded in column
Figure 3. Vibrating wire strain gauges.

(b) electrical box during installation

In general, forty one guages were installed in podium columns/walls and cores within levels L4,
L5 and L6 below transfer slab level at the elements shown lightly hatched in figure 2, while forty
strain gauges were placed within tower columns just above the main transfer level. For the transfer
slab itself, twenty strain gauges were placed at critical locations within it. The monitored elements
were those noted from structural analysis to be experiencing high stresses and since the sizes of
the columns/walls and cores were huge, it was decided to use many strain guges within each single
structural element to capture its global structural behavior. Figure 4 shows, for instance, the
location and arrangement of the strain guages and the electrical boxes used to monitor the
behavior of core 3. Such use of many strain gauges within the same structural element allowed
for averaging the readings, getting rid of stress concentration, and capturing the global behaviour
of the structural element.

Fig.4 General Arrangement for strain gauges and electrical boxes in core 3
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NUMERICAL SIMULATION

The finite element model for the Makkah Clock Tower was created using SAP2000 software. The
columns and beams were modeled using beam elements, while the walls and cores were modeled
using shell elements. For the transfer solid elements were utilized to simulate the bulk thickness
of this slab. The building bottom base was set fixed constraint considering the thick raft supported
over rock. Figure 5 shows the created global structural model for the structure.
4
STRESS MONITORING
Figure 6 & 7 show samples of the recorded strains belonging to two strain gauges embedded in
structural elements with time. As can be noted, the overall recorded strain was plotted against
time (the curve shown in blue), then strain due to shrinkage was deducted to remove its effect (the
curve shown in green), finally, the effect of creep removed to give the elastic strain (the curve
shown in red). Such task was performed for each strain reading within all concrete elements using
the CEB-FIP Model (CEB-FIP MODEL CODE, 1993) and as described by Osman & Malak
(2016). The readings for the strain gauges started to be collected at time interval from February
2006 for podium core/columns and May 2007 for transfer slab and tower core/columns until
November 2013.

Figure 5. Finite element model of Makkah Clock Tower.
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RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

5.1 Analysis of the measurements within the structural elements
Examining the extracted data form strain gauges installed within the columns and cores located
below and above transfer slab after completion of the building (after 7.65 years from commencing
the construction of the tower) showed that for columns below the transfer level, the shrinkage
component of the strain has accounted for 16.2% to 21% of the overall measured strain, while the
creep strain component accounted from 30% to 35% of the overall strain. Therefore, the elastic

strain is assessed to be about 48% to 50% of the measured overall strain. For the columns above
the transfer slab, the shrinkage component of the strain has participated with 15.6% to 25.6% in
the overall measured strain, while the creep strain component accounted from 27% to 38% of the
overall strain. Consequently, the elastic strain is about 40% to 49% of measured overall strain.

Figure 6. Values for measured and calculated strains for sensor #24 in column C252 at podium

Figure 7. Values for measured and calculated strains for sensor #1 in core3 at podium

In addition, evaluating the measured strains in all strain guages after finalizing the construction
and applying full vertical loads and comparing them with the allowable working design strain,
showed that at no point the strain exceeded the design allowable working strain. Such working
strain was estimated to be 570 με and was based on the assumption that concrete cylinderical
compressive strength for the vertical elements was 75Mpa, the allowable concrete stress can be
taken as 0.34f'c (0.4X0.85) according to ACI 318-11 (2011) and the average young’s modulus for
the specimens extracted from the concrete vertical elements is 43400 Mpa. Figure 8 shows such
results for both vertical elements below (shown colored in blue) and above transfer slab (shown
colored in green). As can be noted for podium columns, few strain guages (only 3 guages)

recorded strains slightly exceeding the allowable working strains, but in no case such increase
was more than 5%. These results assured the designer that the structure is safe and the stresses in
the vertical structural elements are within code limits. Similarly, for the transfer slab, the stresses
were checked. Figure 9 shows, the strain distribution as recorded within the slab at location of
one of the strain gauges (guage#60). Using these data, it was determined that the moment at this
location is 5680 t.m/m’ which is within the structural capacity of the transfer slab.
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Figure 8. Recorded strains against the working design strain for both podium and tower columns/cores

Figure 9. Strain distribution within the transfer slab

3.2 Comparing the measured data with numerical model
To verify the accuracy of the model, the axial forces within the vertical structural elements were
calculated by averaging the measured strains within these elements and comparing them with
those predicted from the numerical model. Tables 1 shows the results of such comparison when

the construction reached royal 1 level (about 380 m high) for set of columns and cores located
both below and above the transfer floor as a way of checking the model during construction
phases. As can be noted, the variations between both measured loads and calculated loads are
within 20% in most of the cases, with the exception of few cases. Similar comparison was
performed for the transfer slab. For instance the moment calculated from the model at location of
strain gauge # 60 was 5600 t.m./m’ (98.5 % of applied moment).
Table 1. Comparison between measured and calculated normal forces for columns and cores (construction
at royal 1 level)

Plaza

Podium

Floors

Element

Level

Core 3
C259
W1
C264
C252
C266
C258
CP-251-1
CP-251-2
CP-251-4
CP-251A-1
Core H5
Core H3
CP250
CP252-1
CP263-2

36.55-41.85
36.55-41.85
31.25-36.55
36.55-41.85
36.55-41.85
41.85-47.15
41.85-47.15
85.95-93.00
85.95-93.00
85.95-93.00
85.95-93.00
85.95-93.00
85.95-93.00
85.95-93.00
85.95-93.00
85.95-93.00

Measured Normal Force
(ton)
78071.6
16275.8
36578.2
8941.7
9500.3
4220.1
42240.1
7644.4
7732.5
6512.3
7099.0
21092.7
43164.3
7724.6
6329.4
7528.2

Model Normal
Adjusted (ton)
85876.5
16963.9
39135.3
7893.3
9146.3
5254.2
45681.3
6377.6
6217.1
6912.5
6897.5
20696.9
41838.9
7006.1
5038.9
5251.0

Deviation than
model (%)
-9.1
-4.0
-6.5
13.2
3.9
-19.7
-7.5
19.9
24.4
-5.8
2.9
1.9
3.2
10.2
25.6
43.4

4.
CONCLUSION
In this paper the monitoring system installed for recording the stresses within the structural
elements of Makkah Clock Tower is presented. The results indicated that measured stresses
during and after the construction within vertical structural elements were within the code limits
and did not exceed the allowable design stresses, which ensured the building safety and integrity
during and after construction. Straining actions calculated based on recorded stresses within the
transfer slab and vertical structural elements were compatible with those obtained from the
numerical model confirming the accuracy of the developed mathematical model.
Furthermore, it was showed that the effect of time-dependent properties of material such as creep
and shrinkage of concrete is significant and should be considered in construction process and that
the structural health monitoring can provide valuable information on the structural response of
supertall buildings during construction and after finalizing the construction.
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